The paper examines rational Darboux transformations (RDTs) of the Jacobi equation written in the canonical form, with emphasis on the Sturm-Liouville problems (SLPs) solved under the Dirichlet boundary conditions (DBCs) at the ends of the infinite interval [1, inf ). To be able to extend the analysis to the Darboux-Crum net of rational SL equations (SLEs) solved under the cited DBCs in terms of multi-indexed orthogonal exceptional Romanovski-Jacobi (XRJacobi) polynomials, we consider only seed functions which represent principal Frobenius solutions (PFSs) near one of the singular endpoints. There are three distinct types of such solutions with no zeros inside the selected interval: two infinite sequences formed by the PFSs near the lower endpoint and one finite sequence formed by the PFSs near infinity. It is shown that use of classical Jacobi polynomials as seed functions results in the double-indexed manifold composed of orthogonal X m -Jacobi polynomials in the reversed argument. As a result polynomials from this manifold obey the cross-orthogonality relation when integrated from +1 to inf. As a corollary we assert that each X m -Jacobi polynomial of degree m + n has exactly m exceptional zeros between -inf and -1 as far as its indexes are restricted by the derived constraints on indexes of XR-Jacobi polynomials.
Introduction
Though the Schrdinger equation with the hypergeometric Pschl-Teller (h-PT) potential [1] was a focus of numerous articles for several decades recent study of Odake and Sasaki [2] (see also Appendix D in their joint work with Ho [3] ) revealed a remarkable novel element completely overlooked in the earlier literature. Namely, they discovered that this equation, when mapped onto the sub-domain [1, ∞) of the hypergeometric equation by the change of variable z(x) = cosh(2x) [4] is quantized by a finite set of orthogonal polynomials which were later identified by us [5] as 'Romanovski-Jacobi' polynomials [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . (In following [11] we will refer to the latter simply as 'R-Jacobi' polynomials.)
In our original study [12] on rational potentials exactly solvable by hypergeometric functions the author considered only the change of variable z(x) which converted the Schrdinger equation onto the hypergeometric equation defined on the finite subdomain 0 < z < 1, i.e., the change of variable z(x) = tanh(x) [13] in the h-PT potential. It was taken for granted that there is no use in discussing alternative representations by mapping the Schrdinger equation onto infinite intervals -∞ < z < 0 [14, 15] and 1 < z < +∞ since both mappings could be realized via linear fractional transformations of the already constructed rational potential. The aforementioned restriction of the change of variable z(x) automatically assured that the rational potentials in question were solvable by classical Jacobi polynomials (with energy-dependent indexes in general). However author's original view was changed a few years ago under influence of Odake and Susaki's discovery [2] .
Recently that the author [16] developed the general technique for generating rational Darboux-Crum [17, 18] transforms (RDCT s) of the canonical Sturm-Liouville equations (CSLEs) exactly solvable via hypergeometric and confluent hypergeometric functions [14, 15, 12] as well as of the partner Fuschian SLE with two second-order poles at ±i [19, 20] . This allowed us to construct three DC nets of rational CSLEs (RCSLEs) solvable by polynomials which satisfy Heine-type equations [21] [22] [23] and for this reason termed by us [5, 24] 'Gauss-seed' (GS) Heine polynomials. To be more precise, we refer to these polynomials (with variable indexes in general) as Jacobi-seed (J S), Laguerre-seed (LS), and Routh-seed (RS) Heine polynomials, when Jacobi, generalized Laguerre, and Routh [25] polynomials are used accordingly [26, 27, 20] to construct the appropriate 'quasi-rational' [28, 29] seed functions (or, to be more precise, seed functions with rational log-derivatives). If the density function has the simple poles at both singular points of the Fuschian equations with two second-order poles on the either real or imaginary axis then the exponent differences (ExpDiffs) for the common finite persistent singularities of the corresponding RDC net (RDCN) of solvable real RSLEs become energy independent and we come to two RDCNs of Bochner-type [30] eigenequations with polynomial coefficient functions. Each equation has infinitely many polynomial solutions referred to by us as exceptional Bochner-Jacobi (XB-Jacobi) or exceptional Bochner-Routh (XB-Routh) polynomials accordingly, in following the terminology suggested by Gomez-Ullate, Kamran, and Milson [31] for or-thogonal polynomial systems (OPSs) starting from polynomials of non-zero degree and thereby violating the Bochner theorem [30] .
Taking into account that gauge transformation of the RCSLE to an arbitrarily chosen self-adjoint form shifts the linear coefficient of the indicial equation for the second-order pole at the given endpoint, we formulate Sturm-Liouville problem (SLP) of our interest by imposing the Dirichlet boundary conditions (DBCs) on solutions of the so-called 'prime' [16] self-adjoint SLE. This selfadjoint realization of the given RCSLE is chosen in such way that sum of two characteristic exponents (ChExps) is equal to zero at each endpoint pole. As a result of such a very specific choice of the self-adjoint SLE the DBC unambiguously selects the principal [32] [33] [34] [35] Frobenius solution (PFS) for any real (and therefore necessarily positive) value of the corresponding exponent difference (ExpDiff) whether it is the limit-point (LP) or limit-circle (LC) case [36] [37] [38] [39] .
As far as the rational Darboux transforms (RDT s) of the quasi-rational eigenfunctions of the prime SLE satisfy the DBCs at both singular endpoints they must be mutually orthogonal with the weight function unambiguously prescribed by the particular selection of the self-adjoint form from its infinitely many choices. If the density function has simple poles at both persistent singular points in the finite plane then the indexes of GS-Heine polynomials (coincident with the ExpDiffs of the Gauss-reference (GRef) CSLE starting the RDCN in question) become energy independent and as a result the polynomials themselves form orthogonal sets [5, 40, 41] , when integrated with the properly chosen weight function.
For the finite interval [-1, +1] the corresponding prime self-adjoint RSLE was first introduced in [31] to prove the orthogonality of X 1 -Jacobi polynomials. However the appropriate Jacobi-reference (JRef) CSLE can be alternatively converted to the prime RSLE solved with the DBCs at the ends of the infinite interval [+1, +∞). When the new self-adjoint SLE is solved under the DBCs at the singular endpoints of the infinite interval, the resultant eigenfunctions become expressible in terms of R-Jacobi polynomials with energy-independent indexes. Since any PFS below the lowest eigenvalue is necessarily nodeless it can be used as a seed functions for the RDCN of SLPs conditionally exactly solvable via multi-index exceptional R-Jacobi (XR-Jacobi) polynomials.
It is shown that there are three distinct types of Jacobi polynomials with no zeros inside the selected interval (R-Jacobi admissible in Duran's terms [42] ): two infinite sequences formed by the PFSs near the lower endpoint and one finite sequence formed by the PFSs near infinity. It is shown that use of classical Jacobi polynomials as seed functions results in the double-indexed manifold composed of orthogonal X m -Jacobi polynomials in the reversed argument. As a result polynomials from this manifold obey the cross-orthogonality relation when integrated from +1 to +∞. As a corollary we assert that each X m -Jacobi polynomial of degree m + n has exactly m exceptional zeros between -∞ and -1 provided that its indexes are restricted by the derived constraints on indexes of XR-Jacobi polynomials.
Double-Indexed XB-Jacobi eigenpolynomials
As outlined in a more general context in [16] , we define the monic XB-Jacobi eigenpolynomials 
assuming that the latter have only simple roots. The 'supplementary Jacobiseed' polynomials (SJ SPs) in the second row of PD (2.2) are defined as follows
with dot standing for the first derivative of the given polynomial with respect to η. They satisfy the symmetry relations
which implies that
so we set
where κ ℵ;
i.e., (
We thus need to consider only four sequences of DPs (2.2), with each of the parameters λ − , λ + changing between ?∞ and +∞ or in other words, with the 2D array ⇀ λ lying in any of four quadrants:
XB-Jacobi eigenpolynomials (2.8) represent the simplest case when the RJBochner eigenpolynomial is nothing but the PD written in the monic form. To our knowledge, they have not been discussed in the literature yet.
XB-Jacobi eigenpolynomials (2.8-1i) are most known since they turn into orthogonal X m -Jacobi OPSs [28, 43] if the parameters ⇀ λ lie in the first quadrant. To prove this assertion [5] let us first re-write (83) in [28] x) as
and then z change η for -η:
x) Note that z-1 should be changed for 1-z in the left-hand side of similar expression (74) in [43] .
As pointed to us by R. Milson, the above expression can be obtained by combining two 'obscure' relations between Jacobi polynomials P [44] ), coupled with the conventional formula for the first derivative of polynomial (2.10a),
After changing λ − and n in from the right-hand side of (2.3) for -λ − and m accordingly we then use (2.9) to exclude the first derivative of the Jacobi polynomial in such a way: (2.12) that the coefficient of the Jacobi polynomial in the first summand in the sum in the right-hand side of this relation coincides with the corresponding coefficient in (2.3). We thus conclude that PD (2.2) with ⇀ σ = −+can be decomposed according to (2.8-1i) with (2.13) assuming that If the parameters ⇀ λ lie in the first quadrant then it directly follows from (72) in [43] :
that PD (2.2) is related to the orthogonal X m -Jacobi polynomial in the left side of (2.11) via the simple formula
We thus conclude that the XB-Jacobi eigenpolynomial defined via (2.8-1i)-(2.8.1i ′ ) is nothing but the monic form of polynomial (2.14) in the reversed argument:
(case B in [43] ). The explicit expression for the leading coefficient of the X mJacobi polynomial
is easily obtained by using conventional formula
(see, i.g., (22.3.1) in [45] ) for the leading coefficient of the Jacobi polynomial P (α,β) n (η). Decomposition (2.8-1ii) is obtained in a similar way. Making use of (2.9*) we again exclude the first derivative of the Jacobi polynomial from the righthand side of (2.3) with λ + and n changed for -λ + and m accordingly:
so the coefficient of the Jacobi polynomial in the first summand in the sum in the right-hand side of this relation coincides with the corresponding coefficient in (2.3). This brings us to the relation [51, 52] . The remarkable benchmark of these eigenpolynomials is that they are expressible in terms of Wroskians formed by classical Jacobi polynomials:
The mentioned benchmark immediately brings to memory the widely cited study of Karlin and Szeg [53] on Wroskians formed by orthogonal polynomials but so far we were unable to obtain any useful results based on this observation.
3. Double-indexed orthogonal polynomial sequences formed by RDT s of R-Jacobi polynomials
As originally pointed to by us in [5] (see also [24] for a more general discussion) polynomials (2.1) satisfy the Heine-type equation [21] [22] [23] (
with the polynomial coefficients of degree m+2, m+1, and m. Since the ExpDiffs for the second-order poles of the JRef CSLE (A.1) are energy-independent [5, 40] both polynomial coefficient of the first derivative
) and the zero-energy componen
of the free term
are independent of the degree m' of the polynomial forming J S solutions of the given type
Note that the polynomial
in the right-hand side of (3.3) is also independent of the particular choice of second J S solution (3.5) by definition because it directly comes from reference polynomial fraction (RefPFr) of transformed CSLE (A.8).
The most important corollary of the stated results is that polynomials (2.1) satisfy the Bochner-type eigenequation with rational coefficients:
In next section we formulate the SLP which allows us to select finite subsets of double-indexed orthogonal polynomials termed 'XR-Jacobi polynomials' for briefness.
SUSY pairs of SLPs solvable under the DBCs at the ends of the positive semi-axis
The SLP of our current interest is formulated by representing both JRef CSLE (A.1) and its RDT (A.8) to their 'prime' self-adjoint forms
where the leading coefficient function (LCF) and weight function (WF) are defined as follows
respectively, and the zero-energy free term is related to the RefPFr in question via the conventional formula
correspondingly. (Note that we changed ǫ for → ε = −ε to make positive the common weight for both RSLEs.) As discussed by us in [16] in a more general framework the prime SLE is defined by the requirement that sum of characteristic exponents (ChExps) of the pair of Frobenius solutions at each singular endpoint is equal to zero and as a result the DBC at the given end unambiguously selects the PFS (the Frobenius solution with a larger ChExp).. Combining (4.3) and (A.2) one finds
so (as intended) this function does not have a simple pole at infinity. Making use of (A.13) confirms that the latter assertion also holds for function (4.2*).
Since the RDT by definition [16] preserves the LCF and WF of the selfadjoint SLE the assertion that the DBC at the singular endpoint unambiguously selects the corresponding PFS is valid for both SLEs (4.1) and (4.1*). The SLPs of our interest are thus formulated by imposing the DBCs
on solutions of the prime RSLE (4.1) or (4.1*) accordingly. [32] [33] [34] [35] solutions of a selfadjoint SLE with a LCF 1 p ♦ [η] at the energies → ε ′ and → ε, with r specifying the common endpoint where the PFSs in question vanish. As the direct consequence of such a very specific choice of the self-adjoint modifications of RCSLEs (A.1) and (A.8) the 'generalized' [54] Wroskian of two solution
('Lagrange sesquilinear form or 'modified Wronskian determinant' in terms of [55, 56, 39] or [57] , respectively) also vanishes at the endpoint r:
The most important consequence of this proposition is that the eigenfunctions
,m] of prime SLEs (4.1) and (4.1*) solved under DBCs form orthogonal sets:
for any positive values of the parameters λ o;− and λ o;+ . After orthogonality conditions (4.8) and (4.8*) has been proven for the eigenfunctions of the prime SLE it can be automatically extended to the eigenfunctions of any other selfadjoint SLE obtained from the given RCSLE via an arbitrarily chosen gauge transformation, including the RCSLE itself. However, to prove the latter assertion we had to convert the later equation to prime self-adjoint form (4.1*) first.
In contrast with quantization on the finite interval [-1, +1], the SLP in question has a finite number of solutions at the energies
where
The corresponding eigenfunctions expressed in terms of the new variable
are related to R-Jacobi polynomials [8, 58, 59 ]
via the gauge transformation
Note that we use Askey's definition of R-Jacobi polynomials according to (1.16) in [8] , except that we changed symbol R for J to be able to distinguish orthogonal polynomials (4.11) from their counter-parts: R-Routh polynomials denoted in recent publications [60] [61] [62] [63] in exactly the same way. The described change in the notation seems more consistent with our terminology than touching the notation R (α,β) v (η) for R-Routh polynomials. Since eigenfunctions (4.12) are orthogonal when integrated with WF (4.2'):
polynomials (4.11) form an finite orthogonal basis set with respect to the WF
x) The argument x of the hypergeometric function in the definition of the RJacobi polynomial in [59] must be changed for -x. .14) i.e.,
It is worth mentioning that upper limit (4.9') for the order of R-Jacobi polynomials is unambiguously determined by the requirement for the integral to converge if v'=v:
as it was originally necessitated by Romanovsky [7, 8] . Our next step is to study the prerequisites for RDT s of R-Jacobi polynomials to form double-indexed finite orthogonal polynomial sequences. Let 
Keeping in mind that density function (A.2') has the second-order pole at infinity:
we conclude that the RDT
regardless of the choice of the J S solution
Keeping in mind that the lower ChExp for the pole of prime RSLE (4.1) is negative:
where λ r (ε; ⇀ λ o ) is the ExpDiff for the singular point r of the JRef CSLE (r = +1 or +∞), one finds that
are general solutions of RCSLE (A.1) and prime RSLE (4.1), respectively. We thus conclude that the pole at infinity is the LP singularity (see [37] [38] [39] for the precise definition of the LP/LC cases) regardless of values of ⇀ λ o . Since RCSLE (A.8) also has a second-order pole at infinity we can apply similar arguments to prime RSLE (4.1*) which gives
are general solutions of RCSLE (A.8) and prime RSLE (4.1*), respectively. It is crucial that criterion (4.24) or (4.24*) for the pole of the given SLE at infinity to be a LP singularity is independent of the particular choice of the self-adjoint form. However we had to use the prime self-adjoint forms (4.1) and (4.1*) of the RCSLEs in question to prove that any RDT of the PFS →
satisfies the DBC at infinity. The singularities of CSLEs (A.1) and (A.8) at the common finite endpoint of the selected quantization interval represent a more challenging problem because common density function (A.3) has simple poles at η = ±1. As a result the ExpDiffs for the finite singular becomes energy-independent:
and therefore change according to (A.10). In particular they change by 1 if the ExpDiff for the singular point η = ±1 lies within the LP range [5] :
27P) The assertion [63] that inequalities (4.26P) defines the LP range of the ExpDiff for the finite singular points of JRef CSLE (A.1) directly follows from the fact the integral 
i.e., if
However this is simply the sufficient condition. Since ChExps are energyindependent at the given endpoint the right-hand side of the relation which implies that use of any non-principal FS as the FF for the RDT requires special consideration. Assuming that J S solution (4.22) is 'R-Jacobi admissible' in Duran's terms [42] , i.e., that it does not have nodes between +1 and +∞ in our case -the solutions of prime RSLE (4.1*), 31) which are constructed by applying the RDT to eigenfunctions of prime RSLE (4.1) solved under DBCs (4.5), necessarily satisfy DBCs (4.5*) and thereby obey the orthogonality relation
with the WF → w ♦ [η] . In next section we present a full list of admissible J S solutions making it possible to solve prime RSLE (4.1*) under DBCs (4.5*) via the double-indexed XR-Jacobi polynomials. Note that for this purpose we need to consider only PDs (2.2) with ⇀ λ lying in quadrant II.
Three sets of nodeless principal J S solutions
Our next step is to accumulate all J S solutions (4.22) with positive ChExps near one of the singular endpoints of the infinite interval [+1, +∞) and then select the subsets of the collected principal solutions below the lowest eigenvalue. To do it we re-label J S solutions (4.22) at the energies
as specified in [16] there are four primary sequences tm of distinct types t = a, b, c, and d starting from basic solutions t0 so each eigenfunction cv is accompanied by three distinct-type J S solutions formed by Jacobi polynomials of the same order v. Table 5 .1 Classification of J S solutions based on their asymptotic behavior near the singular endpoints
The infinite sequence an is formed by classical Jacobi polynomials so all the zeros of these J S solutions are restricted to the finite interval [?1, +1]. As expected all the J S solutions from this sequence lie below the lowest eigenvalue:
We thus conclude that there is an infinite set of seed function with no nodes for 1 ≤ η < ∞ and therefore any of them can be used for constructing infinite DCN of finite orthogonal sets composed of XR-Jacobi polynomials. As stressed at the very end of the previous section we are only interested in PDs (2.2) with
Examination of conditions (2.8'), (2.8-1i′ ), (2.8-1ii′ ), and (2.8-2') reveals that we deal with XB-Jacobi polynomials (2.8-1i).
Defining XR-Jacobi polynomials of this type as
and substituting (2.8-1), coupled with (5.3), into the right hand side of (4.31) brings us to the finite set of quasi-rational solutions of prime SLE (4.1*), The RDT with the basic FF a0 thus simply increases by 1 the ExpDiffs for the singular points η = ±1, without creating new poles -the direct consequence of the 'shape-invariance' [65] of the appropriate Liouville potential. Making use of (4.14) one finds that In next section we will come back to discussion of this remarkable polynomial subset formed by orthogonal X-Jacobi polynomials from different OPSs. As for the rest of this section we solely focus to two other sets of nodeless principal J S solutions, bm b and a'm a ′ , which can be added to the aforementioned infinite sequence am to further expand the RDCN of the SLPs solvable via finite sets of multi-index XR-Jacobi polynomials. (The J S solutions b'm does not co-exist with the discrete spectrum and for this reason are excluded from the further analysis.)
The J S solutions a'm a ′ from the secondary sequence a'm are nodeless iff 13 o ) , respectively. Substituting (2.8-2), coupled with (5.14), into the right hand side of (4.31) we come to another set of quasi-rational solutions of prime RSLE (4.1*),
orthogonal with the WF → w ♦ [η] . As expected the RDT in question decreases (increases) by 1 the ExpDiff for the pole at η = ?1 (η = +1). Substituting (5.15) into (4.32) we conclude that the double-indexed XRJacobi polynomials (5.14) form a finite orthogonal polynomial set: Again, selected range (5.3 o ) for v is equivalent to condition (5.8 o ) for the square integral of polynomials (5.14) to converge:
It directly follows from (2.21), coupled with the conventional formula for the first derivatives of Jacobi polynomials, that the sequence of XR-Jacobi polynomials (5.14) starts from the monic Jacobi polynomial where
The only constraint on the choice of the quasi-rational PFSs in question is that the ExpDiffs for the persistent singularities η = ±1 of the CSLE generated using p b -1 J S solutions bm b must be larger than 1 / 2 :
If the PFSs at infinity are not used (p b = 0) then the number p a ′ of J S solutions a ′ m a ′ is constrained by the single requirement that the ExpDiff for the persistent singularity η = -1 of the CSLE generated using p a ′ -1 J S solutions a ′ m a ′ must be larger than 1 / 2 :
If there is J S solutions dm or d ′ m with no zeros between 1 and ∞ (case III in Quesne's terms [66] ) then it can be used to extend the constructed DCN of orthogonal polynomial sequences (5.30 † ) . An analysis of Klein's [67] formulas (6.72.4)-(6.72.8) in [22] shows that the m-degree Jacobi polynomial with indexes λ + and λ − do not have zero between +1 to +∞ iff [5] ( 6. Cross-orthogonality relations for X m -Jacobi polynomials from different OPSs using R-Jacobi polynomials as seed solutions
We finally came to the problem specified by the title of the paper: the infinite biorthogonal polynomial system composed of X-Jacobi polynomials. As pointed to in previous section the XR-Jacobi polynomial J coincides with the n th X m -Jacobi polynomial of degree n after the latter is written in its monic form and therefore must be orthogonal to any other polynomial from this sequence
with the WF given by (88) in [43] 
Here we are only interested in case (B) in [43] :
Therefore, as far as m lies within range (6.1 o ) the XR-Jacobi polynomial in question has exactly m exceptional zeros between 1 and +∞, in addition to n conventional zeros between ?1 and +1. Alternatively we can reformulate this statement by saying that X -Jacobi polynomials from the OPSs using R-Jacobi polynomials as seed functions satisfy the cross-orthogonality relation:
for 0 ≤ m <m < 1 / 2 (α − β + 1) (6.4 o ) with the WF defined via (5.8):
.(6.5)
Any X m -Jacobi polynomial of degree m + n with m smaller than 1 / 2 (α − β + 1) must thereby have exactly m negative exceptional zeros with absolute values larger than 1, in addition to n conventional zeros between ?1 and +1. Indeed, examination of the first two X 1 -Jacobi polynomials of degree 1 and 2 in [31] shows that they have only negative zeros, in agreement with the above assertion. It has been proven in [43] that all m exceptional zeros of the X m -Jacobi polynomial
m,m+n (x) outside the interval [?1, +1] tend to zeros of the seed Jacobi polynomial of degree m which do lie inside the infinite negative interval (-∞, -1) for m < 1 / 2 (α −β +1). A more detailed comparison between our results for exceptional zeros of X m -Jacobi polynomials and predictions based on the so-called 'electrostatic' properties of their zeros [68] [69] [70] will be done in a separate study.
To complete this analysis it seems informative to outline the route leading from real XB-Jacobi polynomials to X-Jacobi OPSs in framework of a more general formalism developed in [16] . Based on our technique we come to X m -Jacobi OPSs by converting RCSLEs (A.1) and (A.1*) to the prime self-adjoint SLEs To our knowledge the SLPs of this type we first introduced in by Gomez-Ullate, Kamran, and Milson in their revolutionary study [31] on orthogonal X 1 -Jacobi polynomials. Two SLEs (which happened to be eigenequations in this particular case) share the same discrete spectrum if λ o;+ < 1, the RDT of the eigenfunction + +; vof eigenequation (6.6) necessarily satisfies DBCs (6.7*) only for λ o;+ > 1 / 2 . (There can be cases when this is also true for 0 < λ o;+ < 1 / 2 but we currently skip the examination of this issue since these solutions cannot be automatically used as seed functions for extending the RDCN of solvable SLPs of our interest.) Note that conditions (6.3) for the solution +?,m to have zeros between -1 and +1 is applicable for any positive value of β which implies that our technique does not cover the range of the index β between 0 and 3 / 2 .
Quantization of the rationally deformed h-PT potentials by double-indexed XR-Jacobi polynomials
One comes to the Schrdinger equation with the h-PT potential
by applying the Liouville transformation [71, 72, 37, 19] to JRef CSLE (A.1) on the infinite interval +1 < η < +∞, i.e., by representing the former equation in the Schrdinger form
with the algebraic Liouville potential
and then converting (7.2) to the conventional Schrdinger equation via the change of variable → η(r) = ch(2r) (7.4) determined by the first-order differential equation [12] 
standing for the LCF of self-adjoint SLE (7.2). The second summand in the right-hand side of (7.3), (7.6) turns into the conventional Schwarzian derivative {η,r} when converted to r. Substituting (7.5) into (7.6), one finds
which immediately brings us to potential function (8.1). In terms of our earlier works [5, 63] λ o;+ = λ o , λ o;− = µ o , (7.8p) whereas the parameters used by Odake and Sasaki [2] are related to ExpDiffs (7.9) as follows g = λ o;+ + 1 / 2 , h = λ o;− − 1 / 2 . (7.8p') (There is a misprint in (3.11b) in [5] .) Note that, compared with (38) in [2] , we shifted the energy-reference point (ERefP): 2r) ) . (7.10) in agreement with (39) and (41) in [2] . Making use of nodeless J S solutions of three types introduced in Section 5 we come to three families of rationally deformed h-PT potentials 
, (7.12a') and
for t= a, a ′ , and b accordingly. . It should be stressed in this connection that the XR-Jacobi polynomials appearing in the right-hand side of (7.12b) essentially differ from X-Jacobi polynomials forming OPSs. To term them X m -Jacobi polynomials as done in [73] seems confusing even if one uses this term in a broader sense. The reader should remember that we deal with finite subsets of double-indexed XB-Jacobi polynomials specified by two indexes v and m b in our notation.
Even in case of the Bagchi-Quesne-Roychoudhury (BQR) potential [74] generated by the first-degree polynomial (7.13) where η t1 (λ 0;t1 , λ 1;t1 ) = λ 0;t1 − λ 1;t1 λ 0;t1 + λ 1;t1 + 2 < 1, (7.13 ′ )
the XR-Jacobi polynomials appearing in the right-hand side of (7.12a) coincide with orthogonal X m -Jacobi polynomials with indexes m = n generally larger than 1 so the statement in [75] that eigenfunctions of the BQR potential are expressible in terms of X 1 -Jacobi polynomials is incorrect even if one considers an extension of three solvable families of rationally deformed h-PT potential using rational PFr (7.11*) parametrized for m = 1 by three independent parameters λ 0;t1 ( |λ 0;t1 | = λ o;− ), λ 1;t1 (|λ 1;t1 | = λ o;+ ), and η t1 . The latter is conditionally exactly solvable via XR-Jacobi polynomials if the third parameter is constrained by condition (7.13') which gives 
Conclusions and further developments
As illuminated by the author separately [40, 41] , reduction of the complex JRef eigenequation of Bochner type [30] to the real field results in two distinct second-order differential equations solvable by polynomials. Namely, in addition to its conventional reduction to the real Jacobi equation, the mentioned reduction leads to the second less-known second-order differential equation solvable by Routh polynomials [25] .
Both real Jacobi polynomials with non-zero indexes and (real-by-definition) Routh polynomials can be used as seed functions to construct two RDCNs of SLEs conditionally exactly solvable by multi-index XB-Jacobi and XB-Routh polynomials. The indexes of all J S polynomials used to generate the corresponding RDCN may differ only by sign so each sequence of XB-Jacobi polynomials is specified by four positive integers which determine the numbers of positive/ negative first and second Jacobi indexes in the selected set of J S solutions. The Routh-seed (RS) polynomials can be conveniently specified by a single complex index [20] . With this convention, the sets of RS solutions are formed by Routh polynomials with complex index equal to α or -α so each sequence of XB-Routh polynomials is specified by two positive integers which represent the numbers of complex indexes with positive and negative real parts in the selected set of RS solutions.
The next step is to formulate the SLP which allows one to select infinite or finite mutually orthogonal subsets from the constructed sequences of XBJacobi and XB-Routh polynomials. Making use the general technique developed by us in [16] we impose the DBCs on solutions of the prime SLE, namely, such that sum of two ChExps is equal to zero at each endpoint pole. As a result of this very specific choice of the self-adjoint SLE the DBC unambiguously selects the PFS for any real (positive by definition) value of the corresponding ExpDiff whether it is the LP or LC case.
As far as the RCSLEs of our interest and therefore the corresponding prime SLEs (which turned out be rational for X-Jacobi OPSs and for XB-Jacobi polynomials but algebraic for XB-Routh polynomials) have energy-independent ExpDiffs the SLPs in question are solvable via orthogonal (finite or infinite) polynomial sequences. If the SLP for RDCT s of the real Jacobi equation is formulated on the finite interval [?1, +1] we come to the broadly discussed (infinite) X-Jacobi OPSs (see, i.g., [29] and references therein).
An extension of Gomez-Ullate, Kamran, and Milson's ideas [31] to the SLP on the infinite interval [+1, +∞) leads to the RDCN of prime SLEs generated using three distinct sets of Jacobi polynomials with no zeros between 1 and ∞ ('R-Jacobi admissible' in following Duran's terminology [42] ). Two sequences of the admissible J S solutions constructed in such a way, an and a'm a ′ , are composed of infinitely many Frobenius solutions of the prime SLE which all satisfy the DBC at the singular endpoint +1. The J S solutions from the sequence an are formed by classical Jacobi polynomials starting from the polynomial of degree 1. On other hand, the lowest degree of Jacobi polynomials from the second infinite sequence a'm a ′ must be at least twice larger than the number of eigenfunctions, n c . The third sequence of the R-Jacobi admissible J S solutions is composed of a finite number of Frobenius solutions of the prime SLE vanishing at infinity. This is the sequence originally discovered by Odake and Sasaki [2] . To our knowledge, both infinite sequences of the R-Jacobi admissible J S solutions were first brought to light in [5] .
In this paper we restricted the discussion solely to the RDTS using the aforementioned three sequences of the admissible J S solutions as FFs, while postponing examination the whole RDCN of the SLPs solvable via muli-index XR-Jacobi polynomials for a separate publication. The main reason for treating these first-generation RDT s of R-Jacobi polynomials as a special issue is our observation that infinitely many finite sequences (5.3) of double-indexed XR-Jacobi polynomials using classical Jacobi polynomials as seed functions are composed by X-Jacobi polynomials from different OPSs. As a result polynomials from the manifold combining the X-Jacobi OPSs in question obey the cross-orthogonality relation when integrated from +1 to +∞. As a corollary we assert that each X m -Jacobi polynomial of degree m + n has exactly m exceptional zeros between -∞ and -1 as far as its indexes are restricted by the constraints defining the given sequence of XR-Jacobi polynomials.
In following [46, 47] , one can also extend the RDCN {am a} p a {a'm a ′ } p a ′ {bm b} p b of solvable SLPs by using as seed solutions pairs of 'juxtaposed' [48] [49] [50] eigenfunctions c,v and c,v+1 (v>0), as it has been sketched by us in [40, 41] .
Odake and Sasaki [46] (see also [47] for a similar conjecture) speculated that nodeless quasi-rational solutions infinite at both endpoints exist for all the shape-invariant potentials, including the h-PT potential. The only restriction cited by these authors is that the polynomial forming the given solution has even degree. The mentioned solutions (when exist) can be used for extending the DC net of rationally deformed h-PT potentials quantized by multi-index XR-Jacobi polynomials.
In particular we can then use any d, 2j d (2j d < λ o;+ ) introduced at the end of Section 5 to start a new RDCN of SLPs solvable via multi-index XR-Jacobi polynomials. We refer to the latter as a new net (rather than an extension of the one using only PFSs) because we have to reduce subsets of R-Jacobi admissible seed polynomials. Indeed since the RDT in question inserts the new eigensolution below the energy → ε c0 we should require that [46, 47] to use 'case III' solutions as seed functions for RDCT s of shape-invariant potentials was put forward mainly based on the tremendous progress in the theory of X-Hermite polynomials (see [76] and references therein). However the very specific feature of this RDCN is that the harmonic oscillator is a symmetric potential and therefore this is also true for any of its RDCT s if one uses even seed solutions. Excluding the harmonic oscillator itself, the only symmetric potential on Odake and Sasaki' list of 'shape-invariant' potentials [46] is the hyperbolicsecant-squared (HSS) potential termed by them 'exciton potential'. (Ironically the sample of illustrative examples examined in [47] does not include this potential.)
One of remarkable features of the HSS potential is that it can be treated as the symmetric limiting case of both Rosen-Morse [77] and Gendenshtein [65] ('Scarf II' in terms of [78, 79] ) potentials and as a result can be alternatively quantized either via classical Gegenbauer polynomials [22] with energydependent indexes (as originally pointed to by Ginocchio [80] ) or via even/odd R-Routh polynomials expressible in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials in imaginary argument [81] 
We [20] refer to (8.3) as the 'Majedjamei polynomials' to get credit to Majedjamei [82] who initially introduced this very specific case of R-Routh polynomials. By using even Routh polynomials of degree 2j d > 0 as seed solutions one comes to finite sequences of multi-indexed exceptional Majedjamei polynomials ('X-M polynomials' for briefness) [46, 47] that such a net can be generated for any shape-invariant GRef potential. However existence of similar RDCNs for other shape-invariant GRef potentials has still to be independently confirmed.
directly express the ExpDiff λ ± (λ o;± |σ ± )for the second order pole at the persistent singular point η = ±1 in terms of the corresponding ExpDiff λ o;± [5] : λ ± (λ o;± |σ ± ) = |σ ± λ o;± + 1|. (A. 10) In the current context it is convenient to represent the RefPFr for RCSLE (A.8) as [24] I o [η; 
